CertExams.com Revises CCNP™ Switch Exam Simulator
CertExams.com, a leading Netsim software developer, revised it's CCNP™ Switch
practice tests.
November 23, 2016 (FPRC) -- CertExams.com released CCNP Switch exams conforming the to
latest 300 115 exam objectives. As you might be knowing, CCNP is the professional level
certification offered by Cisco and is widely recognized in the computer networking industry. The
CCNA® (Short for Cisco Certified Network Associate) is the basic requirement for appearing for
CCNP. As the name implies, CCNA/CCNP are focused towards developing professional networking
engineers, especially having knowledge about Cisco® networking products.
The practice tests offered by CertExams.com include 300+ highly relevant questions with answers
and flash card explanations. The question bank conforms to the exam objectives as given below:
1.0 Layer 2 Technologies 65%
2.0 Infrastructure Security 20%
3.0 Infrastructure Services 15%
The topics had been thoroughly revised in comparison with the previous exam. Our practice tests
simulate actual exam environment closely, so that candidates are better equipped to take the actual
exam with confidence with thorough preparation.
About CCNP: CCNP (Short for Cisco® Certified Network Professional) is the mid-level certification
offered by Cisco, and one needs to pass the following to obtain CCNP certification:
1. CCNP Route (300-101)
2. CCNP Switch (300-115), and
3. CCNP TShoot
Pre-requisites: You need to pass CCNA certification to appear for CCNP exams. The certifications
are valid for 3 years, and a candidate needs to re-qualify for validity extension.
Disclaimer: SimulationExams.com is a group website of Anand Software and Training, a privately
held company, based in Bangalore, India. Simulationexams.com is not related to Cisco Systems (R)
or any other company. All trademarks are duly acknowledged. CCNP™, CCNA™, and CCENT™
are trademarks of Cisco® and duly acknowledged.

Contact Information
For more information contact Vijay of Anand Software and Training
(http://www.simulationexams.com/)
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